Decision making for the multi-armed bandit problem using lag synchronization of chaos in mutually coupled semiconductor lasers.
We numerically and experimentally demonstrate the utilization of the synchronization of chaotic lasers for decision making. We perform decision making to solve the multi-armed bandit problem using lag synchronization of chaos in mutually coupled semiconductor lasers. We observe the spontaneous exchanges of the leader-laggard relationship under lag synchronization of chaos, and we find that the leader laser can be controlled by changing the coupling strengths between the two lasers. To solve the multi-armed bandit problem, we select one of the slot machines with unknown hit probabilities based only on the identity of the leader laser while reconfiguring the coupling strength to determine the correct decision. We successfully perform an on-line experimental demonstration of the decision making based on the two-laser coupled architecture. This is the first time that synchronization in chaotic lasers is utilized for decision making, and this study paves the way for novel resources for future photonic intelligence.